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Abstract 

In recent years New ZealandS immigration policy has placed an emphasis on increasing human capital through 

encouraging well qualified immigrants to settle in New Zealand. Apart from the qualifications and work skills 

that immigrants bring from their countries of origin, they also possess, in many cases, proficiency in other 

languages as well as an understanding of other cultures. To what extent are these linguistic and cultural 

resources utilised in New Zealand employment? This paper examines the policies and practices of companies 

engaged in the international business sector to detennine the factors that influence effective use of this pool of 

expertise. The paper draws upon the findings of a survey of companies involved primarily in exporting and 

tourism, as well as follow-up interviews with selected companies. On the basis of this study, best practice 

features in the use of immigrant linguistic and cultural resources are identified. 
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This paper discusses issues relating to the policies and 

practices of New Zealand companies in relation to the em

ployment of immigrants from non-English speaking back

grounds (NESB). In particular, it focuses on issues relat

ing to the use of their native-speaker proficiency and cul

tural understanding in international business dealings. The 

significance of this topic sterns from moves in recent years 

to widen the scope of immigration from non-traditional 

sources in order to add to the nation's human capital, en

courage enterprise and innovation, secure funds for invest

ment and to strengthen international business, trade and 

tourism linkages (see New Zealand Immigration Service, 

1995a and 1995b; Trlin, 1997). The question then needs 

to be asked whether the language skills and cultural com

petencies of NESB inunigrant employees are being used 

effectively by New ZeaJand companies, especially those 

engaged in international business. 

The paper draws on the findings of a survey of the utili sa

tion of immigrant language resources conducted in Au

gust-October 1998. The survey forms part of the New Set

tlers Programme (NSP), a multidisciplinary research 

project designed and conducted by Massey University staff 

and supported by the Foundation for Research, Science 

and Technology. The general aim of the NSPis to contrib

ute to the attainment of three broad, interrelated outcomes: 

the development of a balanced, well integrated 

institmional structure of immigration (see Trlin, 1993 

for a definition and discussion); 

a reduction in the difficulties experienced by immi

grants in the process of resettlement; 

an increase in the benefits accruing to New Zealand 

from its targeted immigration programme. 

For further details on the NSP, see Trlin et al. (I 998). 

The survey has been carried out to help fill the large gaps 

in research with regard to the employment ofNESB immi

grants, and the use of their native language skills and cul

tural competencies in particular. Research carried out into 

the role of languages other than English in business has 

tended not to differentiate between the use of the foreign 

language knowledge of New Zealand-bern employees and 

the native-speaker skills of NESB immigrants (Dunmore 

and Rollason, 1966; Dunmore and Brooker, 1976; Leveu 

and Adams, 1987; Watts, I 987, 1992; Enderwick and Gray, 

1992; Watts and Williamson, I 994). 

The study has three components: (a) a postal survey of com

panies involved in international business; (b) follow-up 

interviews with selected companies; and (c) a postal sur

vey of a group of immigrants who have obtained higher 

level tertiary qualifications in New Zealand. The postal 

survey was conducted in August-September 1998. A total 

of 460 companies and organisations received question

naires; 215 questionnaires were returned of which 28 were 

uncompleted. This represents a return rate (for the 187 com

pleted questionnaires) of 41%. In the second stage of the 

project, follow-up interviews were conducted in Septem

ber-October 1998 with 19 companies in the main centres 

(Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin), as well 

as in provincial towns and cities (Marten, Napier, 

Palmerston North). The third stage, involving a survey of 

immigrants who have completed higher level tertiary stud

.ies in the business field was still in progress at the time of 

writing this paper. 

In the following sections of this paper, a brief overview is 

given of the kinds of immigrant employment policies and 
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practices reported by the companies that participated in the 

study. This is followed by a more detailed discussion of the 

factors that may have influenced company policy formula

tion and implementation. The paper concludes with the iden

tification of best practice features and suggestions for fur

ther research. 

General policies on immigrant recruitment 

Of the 187 companies that completed questionnaires, only 

21 reported an explicit company policy concerning immi

grants. These responses are presented according to com

pany categories in Table 1. For the purposes of this study, 

the categories may be defined as follows: "tourism" in

cludes in-bound tour operators, as well as companies in

volved in tourism information and services; "exporting" 

refers to companies involved in the production and/or mar

keting of foods and beverages and other manufactured 

goods; and the "other" category refers mainly to compa

nies involved in a variety of activities that range from the 

provision of technical or financial services to consulting. 

Table 1. Number of companies with policies on 

immigrant recruitment by company categories 

Number of companies 

in the survey 

Companies with explicit 

policies on immigrant 

recruitment 

Tourism Exporting Other 

88 88 11 

13 

Source: 1998 Survey of the utilisation of immigrant resources, 

Watts and Trlin 

Respondents from the 21 companies with explicit policies 

on immigrant recruitment reported the following as exam

ples of policy guidelines in place. 

1. Need to recruit the best applicants 

Many of the comments on staff recruitment emphasised 

the need to recruit the best applicants available for speci

fied positions, regardless of their country of origin. As one 

exporting company reported: "We are a global multinational 

company and expect movement between countries of staff 

for various projects. So we look globally for key positions 

when recruiting". 

2. Recruitment for particular positions that cannot be filled 

locally 

For some positions, recruitment would have to be made 

offshore, as applicants with the necessary competencies 

were difficult to obtain in New Zealand. Examples of 

professionally qualified personnel in short supply were 

computer programmers and software developers. Two 

occupational areas mentioned which required a particu

lar blend of work experience and cultural background 

not easily found in New Zealand, were Halal butchers 

and Chinese chefs. 

3. Recruitment for positions involving cross-cultural 

communication skills 

Respondents reported that some positions required people 

familiar with cross-cultural communication environments. 

Recruitment for these positions could either be made lo

cally amongst the pool of immigrants with work permits or 

New Zealand resident status, or through overseas employ

ment agencies. The most frequently cited positions in this 

category were tour guides, tour co-ordinators and sales as
sistants in duty free shops. A more specific case was that 

of co-ordinators of joint ventures between New Zealand 

and overseas companies such as fishing arrangements with 

Russian-based interests. 

4. English requirements 

Competency in English was emphasised as a critical con

sideration. Typical of the responses received is this stipula

tion of a tourism company engaged in transportation serv

ices: "Immigrants must possess above average conununi

cation ability - both verbal and written" . One exception 

noted was the case of Cantonese-speaking chefs where no 

contact with the English-speaking public was involved. 

5. Affirmative action 

One company (engaged in casino operations) endorsed af

firmative action in respect to providing special employ

ment opportunities for minorities. As the company com

mented: "We want our workforce to reflect the commu

nity." 

6. Immigration status 

A number of the companies identified immigration status 

as a major consideration in recruitment plans. For exam

ple: "Immigrants must possess a work visa" and "Must be 

a New Zealand resident." This was emphasised even more 

forcibly in the follow-up interviews. Interviewees com

plained of problems with immigration authorities and said 

that this had influenced their companies, persuading them 

to recruit only within New Zealand. As the human resources 

manager of an in-bound tourism company observed: 

"We've only recruited offshore once. That was in the early 

days and we would never do it again ... The Immigration 

Department just made our life a nightmare." 

Specific language-related policies 

As far as specific polices relating to language were con

cerned, 34 of the 187 companies reported that they recruited 

NESB immigrants for certain positions primarily on the 

basis of their native-speaker skills. Twenty-three compa

nies also indicated that it was company policy to maintain 

a list or register of the capabilities of staff in languages 

other than English (though some of the smaller companies 

said that there was no need for a formal record of languages 

spoken by staff as they were well aware of the skills of 

their employees). However, only 17 companies indicated 

that they had a policy of rewarding staff for their compe

tency in languages other than English, either through bo

nuses or through enhanced advancement opportunities. 

Forty companies indicated they would provide assistance 
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for NESB immigrants to improve their English language 

skills if required. 

As can be seen in Table 2, tourism companies are the most 

likely to have language-specific policies. No doubt this 

reflects the primary importance of face-to-face, provider/ 

client communication in the tourism industry. 

Practices related to the use of NESB 

immigrants' linguistic and cultural skills 

Although only a small number of the 187 companies sur

veyed indicated that they had policies relating to immi

grant recruitment, a considerably larger number reported 

that they utilised in different ways the linguistic and cul

tural skills of their NESB immigrant employees. A brief 

summary of company practices is given below. 

1. Use ofNESB immigrants' linguistic skills 

Of the 187 companies that responded, 130 employed NESB 

immigrants. Of these companies, 97 (74.6%) reported that 

use was made at work of the native languages of employ

ees in some way. Greater use ofNESB immigrant language 

skills was noted in companies in the "tourism" category; 

57 (91.9%) companies that employed NESB migrants in

dicated that use was made of NESB language skills, com

pared with 32 (55.2%) of the companies in the "exporting" 

category and 8 (80%) companies in the "other" category. 

This utilisation of immigrant employee language skills can 

be broken down further into: work-related communication 

with other staff; use with customers or clients; and social 

use with other staff. The highest percentage of responses 

was for use of languages with customers or clients, par

ticularly in the "tourism" and "other" categories (Table 3). 

Companies in the "exporting" category indicated greater 

use of languages in the area of "social use with other staff', 

possibly because of the larger proportion of immigrant (Pa

cific Island) workers in semi-skilled production areas. Over

all, the main tasks involving the use of immigrant employee 

Table 2. Language-related policies by 

company categories 

Tourism Exporting 

Companies targeting 27 

recruitment of native 

speakers of languages 

other than English 

Companies keeping a 16 

register of proficiency 

in other languages 

Companies with policies 12 

on rewardsfor proficiency 

in other languages 

Companies with policies 22 14 

on assistingimmigrants 

with English 

Other 

4 

language skills were assisting overseas clients, translating, 

interpreting and correspondence. 

2. Use of the cultural backgrounds of NESB immigrants 

Reported use of the cultural backgrounds ofNESB migrants 

was lower than the use of their language skills ("tourism'' 

37; "exporting" 15; "other" 3). 

The cultural backgrounds of employees were drawn on 

mainly in staff development to assist other staff to gain an 

appreciation of the overseas customer base. Topics cov

ered included greetings, customs and traditions, differences 

in living patterns and business etiquette. More specifically, 

companies involved in tourism hospitality referred to the 

importance of cultural input in the planning of menus and 

food preparation to suit the dietary preferences or require

ments of overseas visitors. Meat exporting companies were 

obliged to follow Halal customs in preparing meat for ex

port to Muslim countries. 

Other ways in which the cultural backgrounds of NESB 

staff were employed included: meeting and welcoming 

overseas visitors on arrival; providing advice for staff trav

elling overseas; and advising on protocols when hosting 

senior management from overseas parent companies or 

offshore affiliates. 

3. Use of the business connections ofNESB migrants 

Twenty companies in the "tourism" category, 17 in the "ex

porting" category and 1 in the "other" category reported 

that they utilised the business connections of immigrants. 

Business connections were seen as valuable by those who 

responded positively in this area of the questionnaire. Such 

connections gave market insights that would not nonnally 

be available to "outsiders". As examples, respondents re

ferred to customer links that had been established in coun

tries such as China, Japan and Malaysia by immigrant em

ployees prior to their resettlement in New Zealand. A fur

ther area of advantage to New Zealand companies was the 

network of peers in scientific and technological fields. This 

network enabled immigrants working in research to keep 

themselves informed of new developments in their coun

tries of origin, developments which could have a signifi

cant commercial potential for their companies. 

Key factors influencing company 

employment policies and practices 

What key factors may influence company employment 

policies and practices concerning the use of the linguistic 

and cultural skills of NESB immigrant employees? Three 

main factors emerged from the survey- the kind of activity 

involved, the customer base and attitudes to immigration -

each of which is briefly discussed below. 

As we have noted with regard to the kind of activity in

volved, companies in the "tourism" category tend to see 

more advantage in using the linguistic and cultural skills 

of immigrants than those in the "exporting" or "other" cat

egories. This is understandable as tourism is a people-ori

entated industry and entails a high degree of face-to-face 
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Table 3 The use made of NESB immigrant skills in languages other than English by 

company categories 

Companies in which other languages are used 

for work-related communication among staff 

Companies in which other languages are used 

with customers/clients 

Companies in which other languages are used 

for social purposes among staff 

communication with clients from different backgrounds. 

On the other hand, contacts with customers in the export

ing sector are often less inunediate, conducted at a distance 

and involve the written medium. As other studies have 

shown (Watts, 1987; 1992), outside agencies are often con

tracted to provide translation services. 

The customer base is clearly a major determinant. The pro

portion of trade with countries where English is not the 

main language will obviously affect company decisions as 

to whether or not staff are required with specialist skills in 

other languages. As in-bound tourism companies tend to 

target regions , they have specific language priorities that 

relate to their clients' language needs. These needs may 

vary according to the age of clients and whether they pre

fer to travel in conducted groups, accompanied by guides 

or as independent travellers. 

Apart from the practical considerations of the kind of ac

tivity involved and a company's customer base, attitudinal 

factors may also play a significant part in shaping com

pany policies and practices. The general comments on 

policies and practices made by respondents revealed a wide 

range of both positive and negative attitudes towards im

migrants. Positive attitudes are evident in responses indi

cating that immigrant employees were hard working, con

scientious and reliable. Some respondents saw them as 

possessing a "work ethic" which exceeded that of Kiwi 

employees. 

Consider, for example, the following quotes: 

"They usually work harder as they have higher standards." 

"Excellent workers- willing to please." 

However, somewhat more negative observations were also 

made as illustrated in the following extracts: 

"!don't think their qualifications are to the same standard 

as in NZ." 

"Communication can be very difficult." 

"Initially you are not certain of their transfer into the NZ way." 

As far as negative attitudes are concerned, views on the 

English language ability of immigrants merit special men

tion. There was, at times, a discrepancy in the responses of 

companies; 99.2% reported that the English proficiency of 

Tourism Exporting Other 

31 17 

56 20 

30 22 

their irrunigrant employees was adequate for work purposes, 

but some then proceeded to make negative comments on 

the English ability of immigrants in general: 

"Ij their English was better it would be an asset to them." 

"It should be compulsory that they should be able to pass 

6th Form English and be tested annually for 5 years at 

their own expense. " 

This discrepancy seems to suggest that the stereotype of 

the immigrant as a poor speaker of English is widespread. 

Other factors influencing company 

employment policies and practices 

In addition to the three key factors identified and discussed 

above, there are a number of other influential factors 

1. At a time of economic downturn, competition for avail

able positions is keen and for a variety of reasons New 

Zealand employers may give preference to local, New 

Zealand-born applicants as Boyer (1996: 70) has noted 

in a study of the work experiences of Taiwanese immi

grants in Auckland. 

2. Enderwick and Gray (1992), on the basis of their re

search among New Zealand exporting companies, con

clude that it is in the more senior positions that profi

ciency in other languages is seen to be the most useful. 

Similarly, Shaw (1996) found that language skills were 

mainly used in the middle and upper managerial levels 

in her sample of exporting firms and tourism compa

nies in Canterbury. For this reason language skills may 

not be utilised to any marked degree until irrunigrants 

work themselves up to more senior positions. 

3. Certain languages are in greater business demand than 

others. For example, in recent years Asian languages 

have been considered more relevant to trade than some 

European languages, and considerably fewer opportu

nities are available for Pacific Island immigrants to use 

their languages as part of their work. 

4. Although a particular language may be useful to a com

pany, there may not be the volume of work to justify 

full-time employment of a person with high levels of 

fluency in that language. A case in point is that of tour

istguides who are normally employed as 'linguists' on 
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a casual basis to accompany tour parties whenever the 

need arises. 

5. Monolingual attitudes in the community (Waite, 1992) 

may influence company decisions concerning the re

cruitment and deployment ofNESB immigrants. At the 

wider level, some companies appear to subscribe to the 

view that English is acceptable universally as a medium 

for business and use this as a justification for not seek

ing employees proficient in other languages. More spe

cifically, companies may have concerns that the gen

eral public might have difficulty in coping with staff 

with accented English. In this respect, the Department 

of Internal Affairs (1996) reported claims by some im

migrants that they had been discriminated against by 

New Zealand employers on the basis of accent even 

though they were fluent in English. Friesen and Ip's 

( 1997) study of Chinese immigrants in Auckland also 

notes that a large proportion of their well-qualified sam

ple were unemployed or under-employed despite the 

fact that many were proficient in English. 

6. There is also the question of the degree of communica

tive competence that the immigrant has in his or her 

"native language". The term "native speaker" is prob

lematic as "native speakers" can differ considerably in 

their linguistic repertoires. In the case of immigrants, 

the situation is complicated by factors such as pre-mi

gration experience in business discourse. Before select

ing staff to conduct sensitive business transactions in 

another language, New Zealand companies must be 

confident that they have mastery of the language of 

negotiation as well as a command of the lexicon related 

to the particular service or product area. 

Immigrant perceptions of company policies 

and practices 

Company attitudes towards immigrants can be compared 

with the perspectives of the immigrant workers themselves. 

The responses (in the completed questionnaires received 

to date) from NESB immigrants who hold tertiary level 

New Zealand qualifications in the business field, have high

lighted the ways in which immigrants could contribute to 

New Zealand business performance and have also identi

fied the problems faced by immigrants in realising their 

potentiaL 

1. Value of NESB immigrants to the New Zealand 

economy: 

"Migrants' experiences [in business] can assist NZ in the 

export market". 

"Advantage of immigrants' net'Norks in home countries." 

"Helps to expand the customer base where customers do 

not speak English or prefer to speak their native language 

(i.e. banking)." 

"Bridges cultural gaps between customers and company. " 

"Innovations come often from the variety of experiences 

of people that come from different cultures. " 

In essence, views of the kinds cited above reinforce the 

practices of companies which make effective use of immi

grants' linguistic and cultural skills, and confmn also the 

importance of factors such as the type of company activity 

and the nature of the customer base. If these views are wide

spread among professionally qualified NESB immigrants, 

it signals to employers the availability of a pool of people 

able and willing to put their native language and cultural 

skills to use in the marketplace. The fact that they have 

New Zealand tertiary qualifications is a bonus in that it 

means they have at least some understanding of the char

acteristics, peculiarities and requirements of local business 

activity. 

2. Ways in which NESB immigrant employees could be 

used to better advantage: 

"Involve immigrants in work groups, seminars to draw 

on their experiences." 

"[Should be used more to] develop overseas market op· 

portunities and also the local ethnic market." 

Once again the previously identified practices of New Zea

land companies are validated and the points made above in 

relation to the value ofNESB immigrants apply here also. 

One additional point, however, concerns the local ethnic 

market which (though relatively small) is heavily concen

trated in the Auckland and Wellington urban areas. Obvi

ously, companies specialising in the provision of goods and 

services for the domestic market may have an opportunity 

here if they harness the assistance of NESB immigrant 

employees. It is, of course, an opportunity that might exist 

also in the ethnic enclaves of Australia and the west coast 

of North America. 

3. Problems encountered 

As expected, the respondents have also drawn attention to 

a range of problems that in one way or another impede the 

utilisation of their skills. Included among these problems 

are: the difficulty of actually finding a job; an apparent re

luctance by many New Zealanders to adjust to the new 

immigration environment, to recognise the potential con

tribution of immigrants and to acconunodate them within 

the structure and operation of companies accordingly; and 

finally, the perennial problems of racism and discrimina

tion. In each case the difficulty noted or problem encoun

tered echoes those mentioned by new settlers from China 

and India included in the NSP longitudinal study (in 

progress) and/or reported in other studies of skilled immi

grants in New Zealand in the 1990s (see Boyer, 1996; 

Department oflntema1Affairs, 1996; Lidgard, 1996). 

Best practice features 

It has been demonstrated in this paper that there is a wide 

range of perspectives on the use of the language and cul

tural skills of NESB immigrants in New Zealand compa

nies engaged in international business. How, then, can we 

sum up best practice features in the use of these skills and 

competencies? On the basis of the responses of companies 
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in the postal survey and the more detailed exploration of 

company strategies in the. follow-up interviews, we can 

identify the following best practice features. 

1. General 

Best practice in recruitment involves the development of 

explicit recruitment and appointment policies that identify 

the advantages immigrants might bring to a company. These 

policies set out procedures for both attracting immigrant 

staff and settling them effectively into the workforce. Con

sideration is given to the fact that some immigrants might 

require additional training or retraining to make better use 

of their skills and qualities in the New Zealand work envi

ronment. Procedures are outlined in the recruitment and 

appointment policies for providing this additional support. 

2. Personal assistance (pre-arrival, on-arrival and later) 

Companies exemplifying best practice in the pre-arrival 

period make personal contact with potential immigrants in 

their countries of origin, provide them with accurate infor

mation about employment and living conditions in New 

Zealand, and assist them in completing immigration for

malities. Effective on-arrival assistance involves greeting 

immigrants, placing them into suitable accommodation, 

helping them to choose schools for their children and fa

cilitating their contact with community networks (includ

ing links with other members of their ethnic group). De

pending on the circumstances of the immigrants, best prac

tice follow-up assistance could include providing access to 

English language courses or to professional or vocational 

courses that could help the immigrants in their employ

ment. 

3. Involvement in the company culture 

Best practice in integrating immigrants into the company 

involves induction programmes that focus on the needs of 

immigrants and provide them with knowledge and under

standing of the company culture. Recent immigrants may 

also be called upon to contribme to staff development pro

grammes that aim to increase the multicultural and multi

lingual awareness of company staff. 

4. Identification and recognition of immigrant linguistic 

skills 

The level of language skills of immigrants joining the 

workforce is assessed and noted in a company register. This 

listing is used as a reference point when the need arises. 

Recognition is given for competency in languages com

mercially useful to the company through a rewards system 

for foreign language proficiency. 

5. Effective use of linguistic and cultural skills 

Best practice in this area entails consideration of the lan

guage and cultural resources available among immigrant 

employees before contracting out language services to trans

lation or interpreting agencies. Speakers of other languages 

are encouraged to maintain or extend their fluency and to 

gain quali fications as translators or interpreters. Consid-

eration is given to training selected native speakers of other 

languages to take up specialist positions in the company 

where their language and cultural skills could be used to 

better advantage. 

An exemplar of some of the best practice features referred 

to above is a well-established South Island malting com

pany which expons 50% of its products overseas. The 

manager is himself an immigrant and has some ski ll s in 

Japanese. Pmfessional staff are recruited because of their 

expertise in barley breeding in other countries. The Span

ish language skills of a staff member from Panama are 

employed in monitoring co-operative barley breeding 

projects in Uruguay while a Swedish-speaking staff mem

ber contributes to the development of joint venture projects 

in Northern Europe. Immigrant staff are also involved in 

carrying out information-gathering tasks in regions where 

they have a knowledge of the language. Speakers of other 

languages, such as German, also play a role in keeping up 

with scientific papers related to the industry which appear 

in foreign language journals and in monitoring scientific 

and commercial information on the intemet. 

Conclusion 

A snapshot of the ways in which 187 companies repon on 

their policies and practices concerning the language and 

cultural skill s of their inunigrant employees may not accu

rately represent how all New Zealand companies involved 

in international business make use of these resources. The 

picture may well be more positive than that portrayed above. 

On the other hand, it could equally well be argued that the 

187 companies which responded out of the 460 which re

ceived postal questionnaires were those most interested in 

issues concerning the recruitment and deployment in the 

workforce of inunigrants; hence the overall picture could 

be somewhat more negative. However, if these limitations 

are accepted then it can be suggested that there is evidence 

in the study that leads to the conclusion that New Zealand 

companies could make more effective use of the skills and 

understandings of employees who hail from countries where 

English is not spoken as a first language. As one respond

ent commented: "Unfortunately, NZ employers are not 

widely aware of the inunigrants' skills and potential. That 

needs to be spoken of." This in turn may be related to a 

more fundamental problem alluded to by another respond

ent: "New Zealanders do not give a fair chance to new im

migrants. They [immigrants] must go through a long and 

agonising process of acceptance by NZers. I speak with 

experience." 

Needless to say, the sooner these and other issues identi

fied and discussed in this paper are tackled, the sooner will 

New Zealand achieve (a) a reduction in the difficulties ex

perienced by immigrants in the resettlement process; and 

(b) an increase in the benefits that ought to accrue from its 

targeted immigration programmes. More specifically, for 

companies involved in international business there is the 

potential to realise the benefits of the 'success equation' 

that has frequently eluded companies oriented to the do

mestic market (see Goulter, 1996). 
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Future Research 

Research needs in the area of languages and business, and 

in related areas that have been referred to in this paper, are 

summarised below: 

1. Further research at the individual company level into 

the policies and practices that govern the employment 

ofNESB immigrants. 

2. Studies of language use in ethnic businesses in New 

Zealand. 

3. Investigations into the design of specialist programmes 

which could help immigrants combine further devel

opment of their language skills with business manage

ment studies. 

4. Examinations of the services offered by government de

partments as well as non-government agencies to assist 

immigrants with business advice, recognition of quali

fications, translation of documentation etc. 

5. An investigation into the feasibility of establishing an 

Industry Language Council to advise business and in

dustry on language needs and to co-ordinate existing 

programmes and services geared to the satisfaction of 

such needs. 
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